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ThevBureau o f Business and E conom ic Research

has been providing information about Montana’
s
state and local econom ies for more than 50 years.
Housed on the campus o f The University o f
.Montana-Missoula, the Bureau is.the research and

MESSAGE FROM
PROVOST ROYCE ENGSTROM
One o f the feature articles
in this issue o f the Montana
Business Quarterly discusses
the econom ic impact o f
The University o f Montana
on the state. The article
does an outstanding job o f
analyzing the different ways
in which the activities o f
our faculty, students, and
staff generate resources that
would otherwise not exist.
Econom ic impact is one
o f the more quantifiable
impacts o f the University
and certainly one that is critical to Montana’
s competitiveness.

, public service branch o f the School o f Business^,
Administration. O n an ongoing basis, the Bureau
analyzes local, state,’
and national economies;
provides annual income, employment, and population
forecasts; conducts extensive research onTorest
products, manufacturing, health care, and Montana
Kids Count; designs and conducts comprehensive
survey research at its on-site call center; presents
annual econom ic outlook seminars in cities
throughout Montana; and publishes the award*
j
I winning Montana Business Quarterly.
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Less quantifiable, but at the core o f the University’
s purpose,
is the impact on quality o f individual lives. M ost notably, those
students who attend the University are equipped to lead a
meaningful life o f contribution to their chosen profession. Their
lifetime income is substantially increased, they are challenged
and stimulated throughout their working life because o f the
problem-solving skills and attitudes they have developed, and
their appreciation for their natural and cultural surroundings
is enhanced. Individual quality o f life is among the greatest
rewards o f a college education. Beyond the individual, the
collective contributions o f those graduates are among the
greatest returns-on-investment for our society. A healthy
business climate, effective health care, quality primary and
secondary education, and an attractive community atmosphere
all depend upon the talents, energy, and expertise o f a
university-educated population.
Our state, our nation, and our world face momentous challenges
and opportunities. Our universities are the institutions that will
determine whether or not we successfully face those challenges
and take responsible advantage o f the opportunities before us.
We must continually inspect our programs, our priorities, and
our infrastructure to make certain we are maximizing both the
opportunities for the individuals we serve and the impact on
the community we serve. As the econom ic impact article in this
issue demonstrates, it is difficult to imagine our state economy
without the University. It is also difficult to imagine the richness
o f our lives without the University.
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Baby Boom Migration
Tilts Toward Rural America
by Joh n C rom a rtie a n d P eter N e lso n
w ith sid eb a r by P a trick M . B ark ey

*

The size and direction of migration patterns
vary considerably by age, and baby boomers
are increasingly migrating to rural destinations.

E d ito r s’note: John C rom artie was a keynote speaker a t the 44th
Pacific N orthw est R egion al E con om ic Conference held in M issou la
earlier this summer. The U niversity o f M ontana B ureau o f B usiness
an d E con om ic Research hosted the conference. T h is article is publish ed
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If baby boomers follow migration patterns
similar to those of their predecessors, the
rural population age 55-75 will increase by 30
percent between 2010 and 2020.
Local economic development strategies aimed
at attracting more jobs will likely have little
effect on the migration decisions of baby
boomers searching for a better quality of life.
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s Americans age, their likelihood o f migrating,
their reasons for moving, and their destination
choices shift dramatically. Baby boom ers —born
between 1946 and 1964 —are entering a stage
when moves to rural locales increase, especially to areas with
scenic amenities and lower housing costs.
“
Boom ers”have already demonstrated an affinity for
moving to rural and small-town destinations, compared
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with older or younger cohorts. They led a short-lived rural
“
rebound”in the early 1990s despite being at an age when
career-oriented motivations strongly influence migration
decisions.
Today’
s 83 million boomers, ranging from age 45 to 63,
represent a fourth o f the total U.S. population. There has
never been such a large share o f the workforce approaching
retirement. By comparison, 42 million were age 45 to 63 in
1990. Boomers are now poised to significantly increase rural
and small-town elderly populations by 2020, with major social
and economic implications for their chosen destinations.

Migration Patterns
Change With Age

Each individual or family makes unique migration
decisions, but commonalities exist at different life stages that
affect the number o f people moving and their destination
choices. Migration rates for children (who mostly accompany
parental moves) decline to very low levels during high
school, and then rise precipitously. Most migration occurs
when people are in their twenties, as they finish college,
make initial career decisions, serve in the military, form
families, or simply act out o f a sense o f restlessness. Urban
destinations dominate among young singles seeking jobs,
social opportunities, and creative cultural environments.
Migration rates decrease steadily and shift geographically
through a person’
s working-age years. Individuals and families
setde down as career decisions becom e more firm. Married
couples with children place a higher premium on residential
space, better schools, feelings o f personal safety, and other
qualities associated with suburban settings.
As they age toward retirement, Americans are much
less prone to move than in their youth, but those that do
are much more likely to move to the countryside. Many
“
empty nest”couples begin seeking leisure and recreational
opportunities, lower housing costs, and a slower pace o f life.
Quality-of-life considerations begin to replace child-rearing
and employment-related factors in decisions about when
and where to move. For older Americans, rural migration is
highest early in the retirement process and declines sharply as
health care needs increase.
Many people develop strong ties to particular places over
an extended period, such as while vacationing or visiting
family and friends. Thus, retirement-related migration may
progress slowly over several years rather than occur as a
discrete, one-time event. Couples often purchase a second
home or simply visit the same location annually or on
weekends with their children, then visit more often and for
longer stretches as children leave home. Beginning in the
1990s, the Internet has greatly facilitated work from more
remote locations and contributed to an increase in permanent
moves to second-home destinations. Areas that are popular as
recreation and tourist destinations are increasingly favored as
permanent residences.

Baby Boomers Have Rural Ties
Despite Suburban Upbringing

Baby boom ers have followed well-established, age-related
migration patterns, but at times have shown more o f a
preference for rural destinations than older and younger
cohorts. Their early childhoods coincided with a massive
wave o f rural outmigration and suburbanization. Many o f
their parents had com e o f age in the countryside during the
Depression and maintained rural connections while raising
urban and suburban families. These hometown ties have had
an enormous influence on the baby boom ers’subsequent
migration decisions.
As they entered young adulthood, baby boom ers faced
increased labor and housing market competition, due both to
econom ic trends and the unprecedented size o f their cohort.
They responded demographically by postponing marriage
and delaying childbearing. They responded geographically
by migrating from the Northeast and Midwest to the South
and West in record numbers and increasing their migration
into nonmetropolitan (nonmetro) counties. Overall, they
still favored metro destinations as they aged through their
twenties, but not as strongly as older or younger cohorts did.
The econom ic recessions o f the 1980s hit rural areas
harder than urban areas and contributed to a resurgence
in rural out-migration. Urban migration surged for baby
boomers in their late twenties and early thirties, especially to
large metro centers that were regaining econom ic momentum
lost in the 1970s. In the early 1990s, baby boom ers again
increased migration to rural areas, stimulating recreationbased economies and boosting population growth in the
intermountain West, the southern Appalachians, the Upper
Great Lakes, and other scenic locations.
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In 1995, baby boom ers were age 31-49
and still strongly career oriented. Much o f
their nonmetro migration was fueling rapid
suburban expansion into nonmetro counties
adjacent to metro centers. Many o f those
moving to more remote settings were able
to use expanding airline services and the
Internet to stay connected to urban-based
employers and customers.

Figure 1
A ging Baby B oom e rs Brawn M ore by S c e n ic A m en ities
and S e c o n d Hom e L oca tion s than by E m ploym ent Grow th

More Baby Boomers
Heading to Rural Areas

Younger members o f the baby boom er
generation are still in the middle o f child
rearing, while those in their fifties are more
likely to be empty nesters. Employment
considerations still exert a strong influence
on their collective migration decisions but
will decrease sharply in the next decade.
Baby boom ers are increasingly drawn to
areas with the right combination o f scenic
amenities (varied topography, relatively
large lake or coastal areas, warm and
sunny winters, and temperate summers),
recreational or cultural opportunities, and
reasonable housing costs. The presence o f
seasonal housing has been a particularly
strong indicator o f where retirement-related
migration is likely to occur.
Net migration increased the number
o f baby boom ers living in nonmetro areas
by 1.1 million during 1990-2000. I f baby
boom ers follow the same age-specific
geographic patterns o f migration as their
predecessors, their presence in nonmetro
locations will increase by 1.2 million in this
decade and by 1.1 million during the 2010s,
despite declines in their overall propensity
to migrate. I f they continue the marked
preference for nonmetro destinations
exhibited during their earlier life stages,
nonmetro net migration o f baby boomers
could reach as high as 1.5 million in this
decade and 1.6 million in the next.
Over the next 10 years, baby boom er
migration will likely contribute to a
significant deconcentration o f the
population. Assuming a midrange
projection between the two outcomes
described above, baby boom er net
migration to core (predominantly urban)
metro counties will switch from a
979,000 gain in the 1990s to a 643,000 loss
in the 2010s. Fringe (predominantly rural)
metro counties had the highest rates o f
4

'Regression analysis was used to measure the influence of several socioeconomic
indicators on county-level net migration rates for 1990-2000, and how those effects shift
with age. Values on the vertical axis show increases in net migration rates associated with
a 1-percent increase in the socioeconomic indicators.
Source: USDA, Economic Research Service using data from the U.S. Census Bureau, the
Bureau of Economic Analysis, and the National Center for Health Statistics.

Figure 2
O lder Baby B oom e rs Currently Lead N on m etro M igration,
But Younger M em bers Will Likely O om inate After 2010

Source: USDA, Economic Research Service. Net migration estimates for 1990-2000 were
tabulated using population data from the U.S. Census Bureau and vital statistics from the
National Center for Health Statistics. Projections for 2000-10 and 2010-20 were based on
statistical models of age-specific net migration and forward survival methods.
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baby boomer migration in the 1990s (a
17 percent increase, compared with a 9
percent gain for nonmetro counties), but
are projected to drop to 8 percent during
the 2010s. Fringe counties, along with
adjacent nonmetro counties, received the
bulk o f past suburban expansion, but
movement to these areas is becoming a
smaller component o f migration among
baby boomers.
When measured in terms o f relative
change, more remote (nonadjacent)
nonmetro counties will see the most
dramatic changes from baby boom er
migration. While nonadjacent counties
gained 277,000 residents from net
migration among baby boomers during
the 1990s, midrange projections indicate
that they will increase by nearly 362,000
and 383,000 during this decade and the
next.
Whether adjacent to big cities or
less accessible, counties with desirable
physical attributes —pleasant climates,
mountains, beaches, and lakes - are
likely to increase their already high
share o f baby boom er migration. The
ERS Natural Amenity Index attempts
to measure the attractiveness o f an
area’
s natural amenities. Am ong the
500 nonmetro counties with the lowest
scores, net migration is projected to
decrease from a 180,000 gain in the 1990s
to near zero in the 2010s. At the same
time, net migration to the 500 counties
with the highest scores will grow from
520,000 to 720,000. However, differences
between projected and actual population
outcomes are potentially greater for
rapidly growing counties, such as those
with scenic amenities and boom ing
recreation-based economies. In the past,
net migration decreased as such areas
“filled up,”often in response to higher
housing prices. The current mortgage
foreclosure crisis, particularly strong
in recreation towns that experienced a
recent housing boom, creates uncertainty
about future demographic trends in these
areas.
Regardless o f future economic and
housing market conditions, baby boomers
will increase the size o f rural America’
s
retirement-age population. Assuming a
midrange projection, the rural population
between ages 55 and 75 will increase

Figure 3
Baby B oom er M igration is D irected Toward
C ou n ties w ith High S c e n ic A m enities

Source: USDA, Economic Research Service. Net migration estimates for 1990-2000
were tabulated using population data from the U.S. Census Bureau and vital statistics
from the National Center for Health Statistics. Projections for 2000-10 and 2010-20
were based on statistical models of age-specific net migration and forward survival
methods. Scenic amenities were measured using the ERS Natural Amenities Index.

Table 1
Rate off Growth h as Tripled fo r N onm etro
Retirem ent-Age P opulation s S in ce th e 1990s
U.S.
Region

Growth rate of retirement-aged
population
(Percent)

Nonmetro population ages 55-75
(InMillions)
1990

2000

1990s

2000s

2010s

Northeast

0.886

0.925

1.276

1.686

4.4

37.9

32.1

Midwest

2.633

2.685

3.235

3.944

2.0

20.5

21.9

South

3.480

3.868

4.972

6.272

11.2

28.5

26.1

West

0.957

1.152

1.708

2.251

20.3

48.2

31.8

Total

7.957

8.631

11.191

14.152

8.5

29.7

26.5

2010

2020

Source: USDA, Economic Research Service, using data from the U.S. Census Bureau
and the National Center for Health Statistics. Projections for 2000-10 and 2010-20 were
based on statistical models of age-specific net migration and forward survival methods.
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Recession Throws Migration Trends a Curve Ball
by Patrick M . B arkey

Trends in population migration took a pause during the nation's worst recession since the
Great Depression, recent data from the U.S. Census Bureau show. That is particularly true for
the year 2009 in some of the traditionally faster growing parts of Montana.
A comparison of 2009 net migration (in-migrants minus out-migrants) for Montana's largest
counties to their averages for the first nine years of the past decade, shown in Figure 1, makes
this point. Prior to 2009, two of Montana’s largest counties experienced negative net migration:
Cascade and Silver Bow. The numbers were modest, and the natural increase in population
of non-moving residents, due to increasing longevity, was more than sufficient to keep overall
population growth positive.
Net migration was strongest in Gallatin and Flathead counties before 2009, followed by
Yellowstone, Missoula, Ravalli and Lewis and Clark counties in magnitude durinq the years
2000-08.
In 2009, that pattern abruptly changed for three formerly fast growing counties: Flathead,
Gallatin and Ravalli, with the latter two actually experiencing negative net migration. Missoula
County also saw a sharp decrease. Yellowstone County experienced a significant increase in
migration, perhaps owing to its status as a major destination for within-state migration (data on
sources and destinations of migration are not available for year 2009).
Migration patterns are always affected by economic events like recessions, but given the
prominence of housing in the current recession, the impact has been even more pronounced.
National home prices, as measured by the Federal Home Loan Agency’s housing price index,
have declined by more than 10 percent since 2007, with many parts of the country experiencing
more severe declines. Not only does this reduction in net worth reduce the ability of boomer
households to finance relocation, but in cases where prices have fallen to the point where loan
principal exceeds the sale price, owners may need to write a check to get out from under their
old homes. The situation has clearly interrupted migration trends, which should resume when
prices stabilize and markets return to better health.□

Patrick M. Barkey is director of The University of Montana Bureau of Business and Economic
Research.

Figure 1
N et M igration, S e le c t e d M ontana C o u n tie s A v era ge
2000-2008 v s. 2009
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from 8.6 million to 14.2 million between 2000 and 2020. The
overall rate o f growth among this age group has likely tripled
to 30 percent during the current decade, compared with that
in the 1990s, and will remain above 25 percent in the next
decade.
Without baby boomer net migration, the rate o f growth
for the rural population age 55 to 75 would be 18 percent in
this decade and 15 percent during 2010-20. These trends
affect not just traditional retirement regions in the South and
West, but regions throughout the country. The biggest jump
in nonmetro net migration rates is projected in the nonmetro
Northeast, which is projected to be growing as fast as the
nonmetro West during the 2010s.

Baby Boomers Will Continue To
Beshape Rural Communities

Baby boomers are aging toward retirement and moving
into high-amenity counties with concentrations o f second
homes. Migration to nonmetro counties adjacent to metro
areas will remain high, but baby boom er migration is likely to
become much more dispersed than in the 1990s and not as
strongly tied to suburban expansion. New destinations will
likely be more isolated, with more empty nest households,
and lower housing costs.
Migration impacts are unevenly distributed across the
landscape. Rural jurisdictions face different demands for local
goods and services and different opportunities for economic
expansion, depending on population trends. Anticipating
the types o f areas that will receive large numbers o f baby
boomers in the near future could help communities plan for
rising demand for housing, transportation, health care, and
retail infrastructure.
The economic and social impacts o f baby boomer
migration connect to broader age-related issues subject to
vigorous debate at federal, state, and local levels, including
Social Security adjustments, pension guarantees, and health

care provision. In this case, baby boom er migration will bring
both additional benefits and costs for rural destinations. New
residents are likely to have a positive impact on income and
employment. They may also increase infrastructure costs
for local governments and require health care and other
services not currently available.
Development professionals often emphasize traditional
strategies designed to attract manufacturing jobs to their
communities. Infrastructure investments geared toward
fostering this type o f export-based employment growth
likely will have minimal influence on the rising number o f
footloose baby boom er migrants who are looking for an
improved quality o f life. Other development specialists realize
that net migration increasingly drives regional economies.
Older migrants often bring significant new money into a
county’
s economy, generate new demand for a variety o f
services, and boost job levels. Increased awareness o f key
factors attracting baby boomers to rural and small-town
America will contribute to more effective, migration-based
development strategies. □
John Crom artie is a geographer with the U S D A E conom ic Research
Service, Resource an d R u ral E conom ics D ivision. Peter N elson is an
associate professor o f geography atM iddlehury College.
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The University of Montana
Growing Montana’
s Economy

Introduction

T

by P a trick M . B a rk ey

he University o f Montana’
s 209 campus buildings
on 357 acres o f land in Missoula represent a
significant concentration o f resources from both
within and outside the state. It is well understood
that the activities those resources support ultimately add
significantly to the econom ic pie in Missoula, as has been
reported in previous research. What is less appreciated, but
no less true, is the fact that UM’
s activities have a substantial,
positive impact on the economy o f the entire state.
This article summarizes recent BBER research that
presents a new assessment o f the contribution o f The
University o f Montana —Missoula to the Montana economy.
The approach taken in this research differs from previous
studies in at least three important ways:

employment, and output effects that are attributable to
the University.

Major Findings

The University o f Montana is a major generator o f
econom ic wealth throughout the state o f Montana. Its
presence in the state econom y makes the econom ic pie
significantly bigger. Our analysis indicates that 9,700 jobs,
more than $1 billion in after-tax income, and almost $200
million in state tax revenues are attributable to the presence
o f UM —Missoula in the Montana economy. The presence o f
UM increases average compensation per worker for all jobs in
Montana by more than $1,300.
These impacts are over and above the tax revenues, tuition,
and other contributions o f Montanans in support o f UM.
• The study takes a statewide perspective, accounting for
They com e about as the spending o f the University, the extra
both the benefits the University’
s presence produces
earnings realized by its graduates, the spending o f visitors,
throughout the state and also the costs paid by Montana
and the University’
s wide-ranging research activities combine
residents both in tuition and taxes in support o f its
to produce a state econom y that is larger, higher paying, and
operation;
more productive. Because the earnings premium for college• In addition to income flows attributable to the presence
educated workers continues to grow over time, all o f these
o f the University, the analysis assigns a prominent role to
impacts are expected to be substantially higher in the future.
the core product that a world class educational institution Even with no growth in the University, 20 years from today
produces, namely, educated people;
its operations will produce an econom y with more than
• The study makes use o f a dynamic policy impact model o f
13,500 additional jobs, more than $2.3 billion in after-tax
the state economy that captures the population, income,
income, and more than $410 million in additional state tax
revenues in Montana.
B
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Table 1
U niversity O peration s Financed
by U n restricted Funds

The bottom line is that the University has been, and
continues to be, a vital catalyst for growth in the state
economy.

Direct Impacts

Category

Expenditures

Salaries and Wages

$79,178,318

HourlyWages

There are several distinct mechanisms through which the
continued presence o f The University o f Montana interacts
with and enlarges the state economy. The Bureau examined
and analyzed each o f these as part o f this study.

University O perations
The University o f Montana —Missoula is the largest
single employer in western Montana, with 2,823 full
time-equivalent employees, $182 million in payroll and
benefits, and purchases o f more than $91 million worth o f
non-capital good s and services. Sources o f funds for that
spending include tuition and fees, state appropriations, private
and public research support funds, and payments from
individuals.
The University also encompasses a wide variety o f
activities that complement and support its educational and
research missions. These include the student health center,
bookstore, parking services, athletics, food services, and
cultural activities.
University faculty and staff and other expenditures related
to instruction, organized research, academic support, student
services, institutional support, public service and outreach,
and operation and maintenance o f facilities are accounted for
in what are referred to as unrestricted funds (Table 1).
The sources o f those funds are almost entirely tuition and
fees levied on students and appropriations received from the
Montana Legislature.
The stimulus to the state economy from operations funded
by unrestricted funds comes from two primary sources.
The first is the fact that the University attracts students and
funding from sources outside the state o f Montana. These
include both tuition and fees paid by nonresident students, as
well as tuition support in the form o f scholarships and grants
that come from federal or other non-Montana sources. The
University also attracts significant private sector support from
both inside and outside Montana. Thus the operations o f the
University bring new money into the state.
The second stimulus comes from the service-oriented
nature o f the University itself. UM —Missoula has a very high
proportion o f its output that is locally produced. Directing
in-state spending to the University, instead o f to most other
goods, will provide more stimulus to the state economy even
if the dollar amounts are the same. For example, another
item a Montanan might spend money on, say a new car, has
a much lower fraction o f its value that can be said to come
from Montana.

University R esearch
University research activities are a vital catalyst for growth
in the state economy (Table 2). N ot only do professional
research projects attract significant funding from outside o f

$1,809,918

Employee Benefits

$28,114,679

Other Compensation

$1,026,902

Other Services

$2,974,935

Supplies

$5,576,415

Communication

$2,007,869

Travel

$1,149,875

Rent

$1,404,467

Utilities

$4,739,016

Repair &Maintenance
Other Expenses
Goods Purchased for Resale
Capital Equipment

$974,418
-$2,582,885
$208
$1,476,493
$65,962

Debt Service
Waivers &Scholarships
MandatoryTransfers
Non-mandatoryTransfers

$7,890,478
$114,795
$2,806,345

Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research,
The University of Montana.

Table 2
U niversity R esea rch A ctivities
Total Expenditures

$67,116,317

| Research Salaries

$37,596,553

Number of jobs (annual salaries)
Researchers ($65,497)

138

Contract Professionals ($64,516)

120

Classified ($35,602)
Contract Administrators ($109,209)

94
7

Graduate Assistants ($19,000)

105

Undergraduate Students ($11,000)

113

Temporary Staff ($21,844)

109

Total jobs

686

Intellectual Property
U.S. Patents issues (active)

28

Active licenses (total)

23

Active licenses (MTcompanies)

14

Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research,
The University of Montana.

the state, but they also attract top talent —including both
researchers and graduate students —to the state from around
the world. The $67 million in annual spending and the 686
high-paying jobs in UM research would be lost to the state if
the University did not exist, and so would the fruits o f those
research efforts —the patents and inventions, the spin-off o f
business into the state economy, and the new methods and
materials used in the state’
s forests, highways, and hospitals.
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Figure 1
A ge/E arnings P r o file s by
E ducation al Attainment, Men

G raduate E arnings

Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The
University of Montana.

Figure 2
A ge/E arnings P r o file s by
E ducation al Attainment, W om en

Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The
University of Montana.

Attending college and receiving a university degree
is a pivotal step in many people’
s lives. The evidence
demonstrates that it is an enormously important event
for their future econom ic status as well. Using Montana
data from the m ost recent American Community Survey
conducted by the U.S. Bureau o f the Census, we are able to
estimate age-income profiles for Montana men and women
for four basic educational attainment categories: high school
education, those with som e college, those with a four-year
college degree, and those with a graduate degree.
In all instances, earnings o f workers rise rapidly early in
their working years, peaking in middle age and declining as
individuals cut back on hours or retire from the labor force,
as shown in figures 1 and 2. Yet the height o f these earnings
profiles clearly shows the impact o f education on earnings
through all stages o f working lives.
Since 1975, the average growth in inflation-adjusted wages
for high school-educated Montana workers has been 0.6
percent per year. Over this same period, average wage growth
for college-educated workers was 1.1 percent per year. Taking
these differing growth rates into account and recognizing that
higher earnings that occur in the future must be discounted to
be comparable to dollars earned today, we have computed the
lifetime earnings premium that a 25-year-old man or woman
can expect to enjoy as a result o f educational achievements
beyond a high school degree.
As shown in Figure 3, the payback to individuals for
investments in educational achievement is substantial. A
25-year-old Montana man with a four-year college degree
will enjoy, on average, earnings over his working life that are
worth $814,318 more in present dollars than those he would
realize with only a high school degree. The comparable figure
for a 25-year-old woman with a four-year degree is $568,941.

Figure 3
Lifetim e E arnings D ifferen tial by E ducation al Status,
E arnings R elative t o High S ch ool-E du ca ted W orkers

Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University
of Montana.
1□
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But these additional earnings are not only a reward for the
student —they are a gain for the state econom y as well. An
educated worker is a more productive worker, and increased
productivity raises the output and the competitiveness o f
the entire state economy. Higher output levels and higher
compensation reverberates throughout the econom y with
increased spending, demand, and state tax revenues.
Thus the main product o f UM —Missoula —our graduates
and educated young people —represents a significant,
sustained, positive direct impact to the Montana economy.
The roughly 35,000 Montana residents who are graduates o f
the University represent increased compensation levels o f
$441 million each year. The additional spending power o f
that additional income is an important element o f the overall
impact o f the University on the state economy.

V isitors
Spending by nonresidents visiting or passing through
Montana constitutes an important component o f the state
economy. The University o f Montana —Missoula generates
significant visitor traffic, including visits by friends and
families o f its students and faculty and by those attending
academic, cultural, and athletic events hosted at or because o f
the University.
From the statewide perspective, it is only the spending by
out-of-state visitors that can be said to add to the Montana
economy. A conservative estimate o f this spending can be
constructed by considering only one type o f visitor —friends
and families o f out-of-state students. Based on the Bureau o f

Table 3
V isitor S pen din g by
M ajor C ategory, FY 2009
Expenditures
(Dollars)

Category
Retail trade

$393,000

Transportation

$1,505,000

Rental and leasing

$61,000

Admin, and support services

$101,000

Performing arts and spectator sports

$10,000

Amusement, gambling, and recreation

$503,000

Accommodation

$1,419,000

Food services and drinking places

$1,139,000

Repair and maintenance
Total

$77,000
$5,208,000

Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research,
The University of Montana.

Business and Econom ic Research student expenditure survey,
the 3,456 nonresident students at UM generated about 9,600
visits by friends and relatives from out o f state, with visitors
staying in Montana an average o f about 3.5 days.
Based on daily expenditure estimates o f nonresident
visitors seeing family and friends, we estimate that these trips
generate spending o f about $5.2 million within the state o f
Montana. As shown in Table 3, travel, accommodations, and
food services account for the majority o f expenditures.
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Table 4
E xpen ditu res by N on residen t
S tu d en ts 2008-2009 A ca dem ic Year
Dollars

Expenditure Category

$20,834,672

Retail trade establishments
Apparel and department stores

$3,769,947

Bookstores, including the UMBookstore

$2,569,023

Vehicle purchases
(car, truck, recreational, or motorcycle)

$111,611

Gasoline and vehicle service

$6,585,493

Eating and drinking establishments
(other than UMdining services)

$1,986,788

Food and liquor stores

$3,926,948
$186,336

Furniture and appliance stores

$1,698,525

Other retail stores

$2,045,671

Services
Medical, dental, and vision

$241,558

Auto, home, renter’
s, health, or other insurance

$180,865

Beautyshops, barbers, laundries, etc.

$355,000

Theaters, golf courses, and other
recreation services

$1,016,945

Hotels and lodging places in Missoula County

$243,985
$7,318

Educational services, except UMor COT

$1,209,206

Utilities
Water, gas, and electric

$221,135

Telephone

$559,115
$39,608

Garbage collection

$389,349

Cable television

$20,935,421

Housing

$1,614,618

Apartment or house rent

$19,320,803

UMroom and board

$92,958

Charitable Donations

$3,185,644

Transportation (bus, taxi, airline)

$693,900

Other Missoula County expenditures

$48,997,472

TOTAL
Total spending, less UMroom and board

$28,062,051

Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research,
The University of Montana.

N on residen t Studen t E xpen ditures
Student spending plays a significant role in The University
o f M ontana’
s impact on the economy (Table 4). UM draws in
nonresident students to the state who, in the absence o f the
University, would locate and spend their money elsewhere.
Enrollment in the fall o f 2008 included 3,496 students paying
nonresident tuition.
To generate a profile o f nonresident student expenditures,
the results o f a student expenditure survey conducted by the
Bureau o f Business and Econom ic Research were updated
to 2008 using price information from the Bureau o f Labor
Statistics’Consumer Price Index. The results indicate that
average non-housing expenditures are $892 per month.
Our finding is that the direct impact o f nonresident student
12
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spending on M ontana’
s economy in 2008 was $28.0 million.
Other highlights include:
• In 2008, nonresident students accounted for approximately
25 percent o f total headcount enrollment.
• Retail sales account for the largest portion o f student
spending, aside from housing, weighing in at $20.8
million annually.
• Aside from tuition, nonresident students’expenditures are
$49 million each academic year.
These are direct impacts o f the University. To these should
be added the indirect impacts - the presence o f businesses,
workers, and investments and spending in Montana that are
unconnected to the University, yet take place here because o f
the University. These include startup businesses, businesses
that co-locate with the University for a variety o f reasons
(e.g., labor market recruitment), and the labor supply o f
educated spouses o f University employees.
None o f these indirect impacts were included in the
analysis. Although they could be substantial, the rigorous
estimation o f these was beyond the scope o f the project.

Statewide Economic Impact

The operations o f The University o f Montana —Missoula
combine to produce a significant econom ic footprint
within the state o f Montana. It is important to note that
the production o f knowledge, the earnings and productivity
o f its graduates, and the tax revenues returned to the state
treasury produce benefits attributable to the University in
every corner o f the state. The results reported here represent
the net benefits o f UM to the state as a whole - recognizing
that the tax support and the tuition and other spending from
residents received by the University reduces the ability o f
state residents to spend on other good s and services.
The impacts reported here represent the total contribution
o f the University to the state economy. The tables reported
here detail the differences between an economy with, and an
economy without, The University o f Montana. The analysis
uses the spending and enrollment levels as o f fiscal year 2009
(July 2008 —June 2009) as a baseline.
The immediate impact o f UM —Missoula is a state
economy that is larger by about 9,700 jobs, including 6,700
additional jobs in the private sector. Those jobs contribute
more than $1 billion in after-tax income to Montana
households and result in nearly 11,000 more people living in
the state.
Tables 5 and 6 detail a Montana economy that is larger,
richer, and more productive because o f the operations o f
UM —Missoula. Am ong the highlights o f the immediate
impacts are:
• Employment gains in nearly every major industry, with
significant job increases in construction, retail trade, and
health care;
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• More than $1 billion o f additional wages and salaries paid
to Montana workers, with more than $1.3 billion in total
compensation;
• An increase o f $1,326 in the average annual compensation
o f all Montana workers;
• More than $1.3 billion o f additional consumer spending
in Montana (including spending by nonresidents); and
• Almost $200 million o f additional state tax collections.
Over a longer period o f time, the faster growth in UM
graduate salaries magnifies these results significantly. In the
year 2029, total job gains due to the University will grow to
almost 15,500, representing more than $2.3 billion in after-tax
income and more than $400 million in additional state taxes.

Conclusion

Measuring the contribution that a diverse and vibrant
institution like The University o f Montana makes to the
economy o f the state is a daunting task. There are so many
different connections among the University’
s activities,
students, faculty and staff, and the economy they operate
within that it is nearly impossible to measure and analyze
them all.
Yet there are some very important connections between
the University and the economy that can be formally
analyzed —and that analysis conclusively demonstrates that
the Montana economy is made larger, more prosperous, and
more productive by the presence o f the University.
As Montana faces the challenges o f finding ways to grow
income, job opportunities, and prosperity in the years ahead,
it is well served by a University that plays a key role in helping
to achieve those same goals. □

Table 5
E con om ic Im pact off UM - M issoula
Im pact Sum mary
Impact

2009 Impacts

Total Employment (jobs)
Private Sector
Personal Income ($millions)
Disposable Personal Income
Population
State tax revenues ($millions)

2029 Impacts

9,699

13,521

6,700

10,267

$1,249

$2,697

$1,051

$2,342

10,873

15,496

199

411

Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research,
The University of Montana.

Table 6
C om pen sation Im pacts
2009
Impacts

Impact

2029
Impacts

Millions of S:
Wage and Salary Disbursements

$975

$1,972

Compensation

$1,167

$2,359

Earnings

$1,260

$2,580

$1,346

$2,101

1Dollars
Average Annual Compensation Rate

Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research,
The University of Montana.

Patrick M. darkey is the director o f The University o f M ontana
Bureau o f Business an d E conom ic Research.
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The New Health Care Law:
Montana’
s First Steps
by G r e g g D a v is a n d je r r y F u m iss

E d ito r s’note: T h is article is the fir st in a series o f articles about
key legislative health care reforms, h o o k f o r articles in fu tu re issues
aboutp rop osed state insurance exchanges an d relatedpen altiesfor

S u ccess o f
the new reform
will b e m easured
increm entally for
years to c o m e
as different
co m p o n en ts o f
the law b e co m e
reality. > 5
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non-participation, m andated m inim um p o lity coverages, a s w ell as
choices an d types o f care options f o r M ontana consumers.

T

he health care legislation signed into law on
March 23, 2010, is slated to change the health
care marketplace gradually through numerous
provisions affecting individuals, employers,
health care providers, and the insurance industry. Whil
major provisions o f the legislation won't kick in until 2014,
many provisions take effect during the next six months.
Three o f these provisions are already out o f the starting gate:
tax credits for small employers offering health insurance to
their employees; the closing o f the “donut hole”for Medicare
Part D enrollees; and the creation o f a state high-risk pool for
individuals who have been without health care insurance for
at least six months.
z o i d

Small Business Tax Credits
for Employers Offering
Health Insurance

Small businesses and tax-exempt organizations that
provide employee-sponsored health insurance now qualify
for a special tax credit if they meet certain requirements. This
new, federally mandated tax credit does not impact M ontana’
s
existing state tax credit (or premium subsidy) available to
Montana employers under the Insure Montana program (see
sidebar). The first phase o f the credit covers the period 2010
through 2013, with the second phase beginning in 2014, when
the tax credit increases but will only be available for two more
years. The tax credit is applied to income earned this year and
will be filed on 2011 income tax returns.
Businesses with fewer than 50 employees are exempt
from the health insurance mandates o f the legislation.
For Montana, this means that 97 percent o f the state’
s
establishments with at least 32 percent o f the state’
s total
employment are exempt from the mandate to offer health
insurance to their employees. However, employers who
choose to offer health insurance voluntarily may now qualify
for a tax credit o f up to 35 percent o f the premium paid by
the employer, subject to the conditions that the employer
pays at least 50 percent o f the total health insurance premium
for the employee and has fewer than 25 full-time equivalent
(FTE) employees with average wages less than $50,000 per
employee. The full tax credit is limited to employers with 10
or fewer FTE employees and with average annual wages o f
$25,000 or less, excluding both the time and wages o f the
business owner. The amount o f the em ployer’
s premium
payment that counts for purposes o f the credit is capped by
the premium payment the employer would have made for an
average premium for single coverage in Montana, or $4,772.
The Internal Revenue Service website (www.irs.gov) walks the
employer through the process o f qualifying for and applying
for the small business tax credit.
But as with many aspects o f the legislation, more
questions than answers remain until the U.S. Department o f
Health and Human Services issues its regulations and rules
specific to each provision o f the legislation.
Exactly how many small businesses in Montana are
currently offering health insurance is unknown. The Internal
Revenue Service sent out more than 26,000 postcard notices
to Montana businesses that may qualify for the credit. Using
national data on the proportion o f employers offering
employee-sponsored health insurance and based only on
the number o f business establishments with fewer than 10
employees, employers in Montana who qualify for the full tax
credit could be as high as 7,400 businesses. But among these
7,400 businesses, the number o f businesses with average
wages below $25,000 is uncertain.
The industries in Montana most likely to qualify for
the small business health care tax credit are retail trade,
information services, real estate rental and leasing, education
services, arts/entertainment/recreation services, and

Insure Montana and the
N ew Federal Employer Tax Credit:
H o w D o These P rogram s R elate?
Insure Montana presently helps nearly 1,600
Montana employers cover more than 8,000
employees with group health coverage by
providing either a tax credit or premium subsidy,
thereby reducing the cost of coverage for small
businesses. The Insure Montana tax credit is for
qualifying employers who already cover employees,
and the subsidy is for qualifying employers who
initiate new coverage for their employees. The
newly enacted federal tax credit for employers
providing health insurance to employees does not
impact the existing Insure Montana tax credit (or
premium subsidy) program. Employers may be
eligible for both. However, because the federal
tax credit is based on the cost of providing health
care to employees, to the extent that a Montana
employer’s health care costs are reduced by
participating in Insure Montana, the employer’s
federal tax credit may be somewhat diminished.
For example, if a Montana employer spends
$40,000 on health care for employees and
receives a tax credit from the state of $12,000,
the employer’s cost of providing care is reduced
from $40,000 to $28,000. The federal tax credit
is calculated as a percentage of the cost of care
($28,000), as reduced by the state tax credit.
Therefore, the 35 percent federal tax credit would
be calculated on the employer’s cost of care of
$28,000 instead of $40,000.

accommodation/food services. However, average wages
in these industries are precariously close to the $25,000
threshold o f the new health care bill.

The Donut Hole

Seven years ago. Congress passed legislation creating today
what is known as Part D o f Medicare. Part D prescription
drug plans are privately provided as a free-standing drug plan
or through Medicare Advantage Plans. Although benefits
vary from plan to plan, Part D coverage basically subsidizes
all enrollees after they meet their Part D deductibles, usually
around $310 per year. Enrollees are also obligated to monthly
premiums, which in 2010 averaged $39 per month. After
meeting the deductible, Part D enrollees are responsible for
only 25 percent o f their drug costs. But when enrollees spend
$2,830 for their share o f drug costs, plus their deductibles,
they hit the “
donut hole.”Once in the hole, co-insurance
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Figure 1
Annual April 2000 to April 2010 P rice C h a n ges

Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research,
The University of Montana.

goes from 25 percent to 100 percent, making the individual
completely responsible for all drug costs, hence the name
“donut hole.”After they spend $6,440 per year for drugs,
enrollees are then eligible for catastrophic drug coverage.
Under this coverage, the co-insurance goes from 100 percent
to only 5 percent. This gap in coverage, or the donut hole,
affects more than 3.5 million seniors, or 15 percent o f the
Part D Medicare population nationally. This excludes those
who in fact d o hit the coverage gap but otherwise qualify for
government subsidies (such as through Medicaid eligibility)
because o f their low-income or disability status.
Prescription drug coverage is important for the elderly.
A m ong the 65-plus age cohort, nearly 90 percent have
prescription drug expenses each year. And prescription drug
prices continue to climb, relative to general inflation rates.
Figure 1 compares annual price changes for prescription
drugs to medical inflation and overall economy-wide inflation
over the past 10 years. Aside from the year-to-year volatility
evident, prescription drug prices continue to outpace general
inflation, and in som e years, medical inflation as well. Also,
the trend for prescription drug plans is to gravitate away
from fixed-dollar co-pays for cost sharing to co-insurance.
Because co-insurance is a percentage o f the drug’
s cost, as
prescription drug prices increase, so does the out-of-pocket
prescription drug expense.
Recent changes to M edicare’
s Low-Income Subsidy
Program, also known as LIS or “Extra Help,”may also help
low-income Montana Medicare beneficiaries by limiting
their prescription drug expenses. Medicare beneficiaries with
incomes below $16,245 per year (or $21,855 if married) and
bank accounts, stocks and bonds with values up to $12,510
($25,010 if married) will pay lower prices for generic and
brand-name drugs. In addition. Medicare beneficiaries in
Montana with incomes less than $21,660 ($29,140 if married)
may qualify with Big Sky Rx for premium assistance. Big Sky
16
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Rx is a State Pharmaceutical Assistance Program (SPAP)
funded by the tax on tobacco products that may pay up to
$37.55 per month toward the Part D premium. Regardless,
for seniors on fixed incomes, prescription drug prices
continually erode their buying power.
In Montana, seniors account for 14 percent o f the
state’
s population. In 2006, Medicare beneficiaries with
known drug coverage totaled over 135,000 in Montana.
Assuming that 15 percent o f this population hits the donut
hole, more than 20,000 Montana seniors are spending in
excess o f $3,000 per year for prescription drugs. (Recall
that incurring the deductible o f $310 plus out-of-pocket
expenditures o f $2,830 places the senior in the donut hole.)
And nationally, females are hit even harder with prescription
drug expenses, spending almost 25 percent more than their
male counterparts for prescription drugs. But beginning
this summer, seniors reaching the donut hole will receive a
one-time $250 rebate check to help with prescription drug
expenses. Then beginning in January o f next year, seniors
will receive 50 percent drug discounts for brand name drugs
once they hit the donut hole. These discounts are part o f the
deal made between the government and the pharmaceutical
industry, which agreed to almost $85 billion in discounts,
fees, and rebates. Beginning in 2013, the government will
offer subsidies for seniors who reach the coverage gap, with
subsidies starting at 2.5 percent and increasing to 25 percent
by 2020. By 2020, industry discounts negotiated with the
pharmaceutical companies, along with government subsidies,
will bring the co-insurance for seniors down to 25 percent
for brand name drugs. For generic drugs, typically offered
at a fraction o f their name brand counterparts, government
subsidies begin in 2011, until the co-insurance for generic
drugs is likewise 25 percent by 2020. In effect, as coinsurance stabilizes at 25 percent, the coverage gap disappears
in 2020.
2 0 10

High Risk Pools To Cover
The Uninsurable

The new reform legislation allocated $5 billion to create
high-risk health insurance pools for those presently without
health insurance and uninsurable because o f pre-existing
medical conditions. These new pools may be administered by
the states, or, if a state opts out, the federal government will
administer the pool for that state. A majority o f the states,
including Montana, have chosen the funding (potentially up
to $16 million for Montana) and will administer the pools.
These new high-risk pools are in addition to any existing
state high-risk pool (which Montana already has), and will
end when the state insurance exchanges are in place in 2014.
The concept is to provide a stop-gap measure by covering
the uninsurable until they can receive insurance through the
state exchanges, which cannot impose pre-existing conditions
restrictions on the insured. Between 5.6 million and 7 million
individuals may qualify for the coverage, but the funding may
only be sufficient to provide coverage for as few as 200,000
uninsureds (Merlis, 2010). It will be critical for state regulators
to create innovative plans that will meet the requirements in
order to stretch the coverage dollars.
Montana is one o f 35 states that have a state high-risk
pool for uninsurable individuals. This new federal funding
and pool will not replace or substitute for M ontana’
s existing
high-risk pool, known as the Montana Comprehensive

Health Association (MCHA). Montana has chosen to have
the M CHA oversee this federal pool, and the applications for
enrollment in M ontana’
s version o f the plan —the Montana
Affordable Care Plan (MAC Plan) —are now available. (For
a comparison o f the MCHA and the new Federal High Risk
Health Pool, see the sidebar below.)
Federal law limits the premiums for the program to no
more than private insurers would charge healthy individuals
in the same market. Based on that rate, the rules allow
rating modifications based on age, family type (individual
versus family), tobacco usage, and geography. For example,
the highest rate differential based on age cannot exceed
four times the lowest rate. And, while plan benefits are not
specified by state law, plans would have to cover at least 65
percent o f an enrollee’
s medical cost (not counting premium
cost), and the enrollee’
s out-of-pocket costs for medical care
is capped at the level specified for high-deductible health
plans linked to Health Savings Accounts, which is $5,950 for
individuals ($11,900 for families) in 2010. Unlike state risk
pools, plans developed under the federal mandate will not
have a pre-existing condition period, which may provide a
significant benefit to new enrollees. Federal law requires that
to be eligible for participation an individual must be a U.S.
citizen, have a pre-existing medical condition, and have been
uninsured for at least six months prior to enrollment. Because
o f limited funding, enrollment in the MAC Plan will likewise
...continued o n p a ge 20

MCHA Vs. Federal H igh Risk Pool (MAC Plan)
Montana’s high-risk health pool, the
Montana Comprehensive Health Association
(MCHA), provides coverage to well over
3,000 Montanans who would otherwise be
uninsurable. Unlike the current MCHA plans,
Montana’s newly created high-risk pool plan,
called the Montana Affordable Care Plan (MAC
Plan), will not contain a 12-month pre-existing
condition period. This means that under the
MAC Plan, an enrollee would be immediately
covered for a pre-existing condition, whereas
under an MCHA plan, the enrollee would not be
covered for that same pre-existing condition for
the first 12 months of coverage.
Since the federal high-risk pool requires
that an individual be uninsured for at least
six months prior to enrollment, individuals
presently in the MCHA’s plans are not eligible
for enrollment in the federal high risk health
pool. Individuals would need to be without
insurance for six months prior to enrollment.
This situation is a temporary stop gap measure
that will resolve in 2014 when the federal high
risk pool is phased out and the state health
insurance exchanges become operational.

MCHA
(existing state high risk pool)

MACPlan
(newfederal high risk pool)

Qualifyingfor Coverage -must have
specified illnesses or be rejected or
offered restricted riderbytwo insurers
withinthe last six months

Qualifyingfor Coverage- must have a
pre-existing condition (as defined bythe
feds) and have been uninsured forthe last
six months

Deductibles -plans have wide range
of deductibles rangingfrom $1,000to
$10,000

Deductibles- not specified byfederal law
(Montana's plan has a $2,500deductible)

Annual Out-of-Pocket Cost Limits -varies
from $4,000to $15,000, depending on
the policy selected

Annual Out-of-Pocket Cost Limits maximum for individual plans is $5,950
underfederal law(Montana’
s plan has
annual maximumout-of-pocket limits of
$5,950)

Pre-existing Conditions Limits -coverage
is not provided for the first 12months for
pre-existing conditions

Pre-existingConditions Limits- Federal
law prohibits coverage restrictions on the
basis of pre-existing conditions

Rates -base rates may range upto 200%
Rates -federal lawrequires base rates
of private sector “
market”rates for similar
to be equal to 100%of private sector
plans; presently average across all plans “
market" rates for similar plans; Montana
approximately 135%of market rates; rate rates are based on 100%of private sector
market rates as required; rate differentials
differentials are tied to age
are tied to age, similarto MCHAplans
Plans are individual plans; family plans
Like MCHA, plans are individual plans;
are not offered. Each family member must family plans are not offered. Eachfamily
member must qualify and pay premium
qualify and pay premium
Low-Income Subsidies -provided for
under Montana law

Low-IncomeSubsidies -not provided for
underfederal law

Covered Insureds- 3000+

Covered Insureds -first yeartarget of 100
insureds; maximumof 400 insureds
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Timeline for Health Reform Implementation: Overview
Reform will unfold incrementally. Although some major elements of reform
begin in 2010, others will be implemented over the course of several years.
In 2 014, the most substantial changes-including shared responsibility for
coverage, expansion of Medicaid, insurance exchanges, and creation of an
essential benefits package-will take effect.

Early retirees: A temporary reinsurance

Coverage for young adults:

program will help offset the costs of

Parents will be able to keep

value of benefits provided for each employee’s health

expensive premiums for employers providing

their children on their health

insurance coverage on the employee’s W-2 forms,

retiree health benefits.

policies until they turn 26.

Access to care: Funding will be increased by $11

MDonut hole”rebates:

Medicare and Medicaid Innovation will test reforms that reward

billion over five years for community health centers

Medicare will

providers for quality of care rather than volume of services.

and the National Health Services Corps to serve

provide $ 25 0 rebates to

Medicare will increase payment for primary care physicians by

beneficiaries who hit the

10 percent for primary care services.

Benefit disclosure: Employers will be required to disclosethe

New payment and delivery approaches: A new Center for

more low-income and uninsured people.

Part D prescription drug
Small-business tax credits: Small businesses (25 or

coverage gap known as

CLASS Act: A national, voluntary insurance program for

fewer employees and average wages under $50,000)

the “donut hole.”

purchasing community living assistance services and support

that offer health care benefits will be eligible for tax

(CLASS) will be established. All working adults will be

credits of up to 35 percent of their premium costs for

automatically enrolled-unless they opt out-through payroll

two years.

deductions that, after five years, will qualify them for monthly
payments toward services to help them stay at home should
they become disabled.

2010

2011

High-risk pool: People with pre-existing conditions

Annual review of

Pharmaceutical manufacturer fee: An annual, nondeductible fee wi

who have been uninsured for at least six

premium increases:

be imposed on pharmaceutical companies’ and importers’ branded
drugs, based on market share.

months will have access to affordable insurance

Health insurers will be

through a temporary, subsidized high-risk pool.

required to submit justification

Premiums will be based on the average health

for unreasonable

status of a standard population. Annual

premium increases to the

drugs not prescribed by a doctor will no longer be reimbursable

out-of-pocket costs will be capped at $ 5 ,9 5 0 for

federal and relevant state

through flexible spending accounts or health reimbursement

individuals and $11,900 for families.

governments before they

arrangements, or on a tax-free basis in health savings accounts.

OTC drug reimbursement restrictions: Over-the-counter

take effect, and to report
Protection for children: Insurers can no longer

the share of premiums

Physician quality reporting: Medicare will launch a Physician Compa

deny health coverage to children with pre-existing

spent on nonmedical costs.

website where beneficiaries can compare measures of physician qual

conditions or exclude their conditions from

and patient experience.

coverage.

New insurance rules:

Preventive care: Ail new group and

Insurance companies will

“Donut hole” discounts: Medicare beneficiaries in the Part D

be banned from rescinding

prescription drug coverage “donut hole” will receive 50

individual health plans will be required to

people’s coverage

percent discounts on all brand-name drugs. By 2 0 2 0 , the

provide free preventive care for proven

when they get sick, and

“donut hole” coverage gap will be closed.

preventive services. In 2011, Medicare also

from imposing lifetime

will provide free preventive care.

caps on coverage.

Premium share spending: Health plans in the large-group market tha

Restrictions will be placed

spend less than 8 5 percent of their premiums on medical care, and

on annual limits.

plans in the small-group and individual markets that spend less than
percent on medical care, will be required to offer rebates to enrollees

IB
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Shared responsibility for coverage: Individuals will be
required to carry health insurance, and employers with 50 or
more workers will be required to offer health benefits or be
subject to a fine of $2 ,00 0 per employee (not counting the
first 3 0 employees) if any worker receives governmental
assistance with premiums through the insurance exchanges.

Insurance industry
fee: Insurers will pay
an annual fee, based on
market share, to help
pay for reform.

New rules for insurers:
Insurers will be banned from
restricting coverage or basing
premiums on health status.
Annual, in addition to lifetime,
limits on benefits are banned.

Medicare valuebased purchasing:

^

Administrative

Premium subsidies: Premium and cost-sharing

High-cost insurance

simplification: Health

assistance on a sliding scale will make coverage affordable

plans: Insurers will

insurers must follow

for families with annual incomes between $30,000

face a 4 0 percent

administrative simplification I

and $ 8 8 ,0 0 0 that buy plans through the exchanges,

excise tax on policies
with premiums over

standards for

Medicare will reward

electronic exchange of

Medicare managed care plans: Four- and five-star

$10,200 for individuals

hospitals that provide

health information to

Medicare private plans will receive 5 percent bonuses

or $27,500 for

higher quality or better

reduce paperwork and

as a reward for providing better clinical quality and

family coverage.

patient outcomes.

administrative costs.

patient experiences.

2012 ^

2013

2014

2018

Insurance exchanges: New state-based marketplaces
will offer small businesses and people without
Flexible spending
limits: Contributions to

employer coverage a choice of affordable health plans
that meet new essential benefit standards.

flexible spending accounts
(FSAs) will be limited to
$2 ,50 0 a year, indexed to
the Consumer Price Index
I

(CPI).

Essential benefits package: The Department of
Health and Human Services will establish an essential
standard benefits package for policies sold in the
exchanges and individual and small-group markets
with a choice among tiers of plans (bronze, silver, gold,
and platinum) that have different levels of cost-sharing.

independent payment advisory board: A new
independent payment advisory board within the executive
branch will work to identify areas of waste and
federal budget savings in Medicare. The board’s recommendations
must not ration care, raise taxes, or change
Medicare benefits, eligibility, or cost-sharing.

Medicaid expansion: Medicaid eligibility will be
expanded to all legal residents with incomes up to
133 percent of the federal poverty level. Currently,
states have different-and in many cases very

Source: The Commonwealth Fund.

low-eligibilily thresholds, and most states do not
cover adults without children.

, g
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be limited, and waiting lists will likely be required. I f federal
funds are exhausted, MAC Plan insureds are eligible to move
to one o f the M CHA’
s regular plans but must pay the full
premium for the particular M CHA plan chosen.

Other Provisions: Dependent
Coverage for Adult Children up
to Age 26

N ot all provisions o f the reform legislation scheduled to
take effect in September will in fact take effect in September.
Language in the legislation for the more immediate reform
areas has as the effective dates “six months after enactment,
or September 2010.”But, per the legislation, the measures
need not take effect until the new health plan year begins.
For example, many parents sighed with relief that legislation
allowed their 25-year-old adult children to remain on their
policy as long as the young adults were not offered a plan
at their place o f work. And although two o f the largest
insurance companies stepped up to the plate and included
this coverage effective immediately, many employers have not.
For those employers who have not voluntarily offered the
extended coverage, the mandate will not take place until the
new plan year o f the applicable policy. Therefore, the timing
o f the extension o f coverage o f those dependents up to 26
years o f age depends on each policy’
s plan year and renewal
date.
According to a Commonwealth Fund survey, almost half
(45 percent) o f those between 19 and 29 years o f age were
uninsured for at least part o f 2009 (Nicholson and Collins,
2009). For Montana, this could mean more than 60,000
uninsured young adults. For those between the ages o f 20
and 26, nearly 37,000 may have been uninsured at one point
during 2009. Because o f the health care law change which
allows more young adults to be insured under their parents’
family health care plans, these newly insured young adults
may put a strain on the health care system.
To the extent the newly eligible young adults are now
seeking coverage where none existed before, the impact
on insurers can be fairly significant. For example, the
National Bureau o f E conom ic Research estimates that for
every 10 percent increase in health care coverage for the
young uninsured, visits to emergency room s and in-patient
hospitali2ations could increase by 4 percent and 6 percent
respectively (Anderson et al., 2010). Increases in the demand
for primary care are certain to increase as well, placing added
demands on an already existing shortage o f primary care
providers.
One factor that might lessen the impact o f this new federal
provision on Montana insurers and providers is the fact that,
in 2007, Montana joined half o f the states and bumped the
mandatory continuation o f coverage for dependents up to
age 25. For over two years, many Montanans up to age 25
have already had the choice to be covered under their parents’
health plans. What makes an analysis o f the impact o f the
federal law on Montana difficult is the fact that M ontana’
s
2D
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rules are somewhat different than the new federal law. For
example, M ontana’
s existing rule does require the child to
be unmarried, whereas the new federal mandate allows both
married and unmarried to be eligible, assuming the other
dependency requirements are met. Additionally, the federal
mandate applies to private individual and group plans as well
as self-funded employer health plans, whereas M ontana’
s
rule only mandates extension o f coverage to private insurers,
but not self-funded employer plans. And, even though not
required by Montana law, som e o f the self-funded employer
health plans in Montana already voluntarily extended benefits
to dependents up to age 25. As a result, health coverage
became available to many, but not all, older dependents o f
Montana insureds already. Consequently, much, but not all,
o f the impact o f the recent federal mandate on Montana
insurers and providers may have already been felt.

Conclusion

There is little dispute that the present trend in health
care costs is unsustainable. There is no shortage o f opinion,
however, on whether the new health care overhaul will
indeed “bend the cost curve.”But separating fact from
opinion is not an easy task. For Montana, health care reform
is particularly important. Our state devotes nearly 9 percent
o f its G ross State Product to health care, a proportion that
is exceeded in only eight other states. Success o f the new
reform will be measured incrementally for years to com e as
different components o f the law becom e reality. The small
business tax credit, the state’
s high risk insurance pool, the
Medicare Part D prescription drug fix, and the extension
o f insurance for adults up to age 26 are four o f the first
implemented components that will provide a well-monitored
litmus test on how well the health law is implemented and the
results that follow .
It’
s been said that the moderation o f the health care
overhaul law created its complexities. Trying to guess the
rules, regulations, legislative modifications, and lawsuits
forthcoming, along with the behavioral responses o f
individuals, firms, and providers, is a complex process with
unparalleled precedent. □
G regg D a v is is the B ureau’
s director o f health care industry research.
Jerry F u m iss is a p rofessor in The U niversity o f M ontana S ch ool o f
B usiness A dm inistration.
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ECONOM IC COSTS OF

Alcohol-Related Vehicle
Crashes in Montana
by Steve S en in ger

F

ive people are injured or killed each day in Montana
because o f alcohol-related vehicle crashes. These
accidents cost Montanans $621,000 per day and
more than half a billion dollars per year in medical
costs, lost wages, and lost productivity. The emotional cost to
families and communities in psychological and human suffering
is immeasurable. As a consequence o f drinking and driving,
children die, families are torn apart, and peop le’
s lives are
shattered.
Previous estimates that the econom ic cost o f alcohol abuse is
$511 million per year (Barkey, 2009) d o not include costs from
alcohol-related crashes with injuries. By adding the economic
cost o f these injury crashes, the total impact o f alcohol abuse in
Montana increases by $131 million, bringing the annual cost to
$642 million.
Victims o f alcohol-related crashes suffer more severe injuries
than victims o f crashes not involving alcohol. State-collected data
show that half o f the alcohol crash injuries involve Montanans
under age 30 and include high-speed rollovers, rear-ending or
T-boning another vehicle, and running into power poles, trees,
or concrete abutments. These crashes often result in expensive
hospital stays.

Trends in Crash Injuries

Crash reports on alcohol-related vehicle fatalities and nonfatal crashes are reported to the Montana Department o f
Transportation and compiled into annual data reports. A fatal
crash that involves a driver with a blood alcohol concentration
o f .01 or greater is considered an alcohol-related crash. A drugrelated fatal crash involves a driver with any amount o f an illegal
drug (which includes use o f inhalants), and/or any amount
o f a prescription drug that has a known side effect o f causing
impairment. Non-fatal crashes are determined to be alcohol- or
drug-related by the officer at the scene based on observation
o f evidence at the crash scene (e.g. open containers, drug
paraphernalia) and implementation o f standard field sobriety
testing protocols.
Alcohol-related fatalities are included in the crash-withinjury numbers and are reported through the Fatality Analysis
Reporting (FARS) system database. The FARS database uses
the results o f blood alcohol content tests from the Montana
Forensics Lab. Non-fatal crashes related to alcohol are reported
by the Montana Highway Patrol.
Mo n t a n a B u s i n e s s
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Table 1
A lcohol and Drug R elated V ehicle C ra sh e s
in Montana, 1999-2008
All Crashes
Year

All

Alcohol Related

Injuries
Alcohol Related
Fatalities

Alcohol Related

All

Percent of All

1999

2,177

21,078

109

1,771

10,459

16.9%

2000

2,211

22,254

117

1,824

10,798

16.9%

2001

2,035

21,846

104

1,652

8,982

18.4%

2002

2,288

23,527

126

1,745

10,086

17.3%

2003

2,173

23,160

128

1,638

9,632

17.0%

2004

2,113

21,783

106

1,767

9,263

19.1%

2005

2,182

22,373

124

1,623

9,211

17.6%

2006

2,243

22,186

126

1,816

9,470

19.2%

2007

2,273

21,829

124

1,771

9,067

19.5%

2008

2,313

21,971

1,645

8,465

19.4%

Change, lyear

+1.8%

+0.7%

-7.1%

-6.6%

-0.5%

Change, 5years

+5.3%

-1.3%

-4.5%

-9.3%

+5.1%

Source: Montana Department of Transportation - Safety Management System.

Figure 1
A lcohol-R elated C ra sh e s by A ge off Driver
P er 10,000 L ice n se s in Montana, 2007

Source: Montana Department of Transportation.

Alcohol/drug-related crashes accounted for 10.5 percent
o f all reported traffic crashes during 2008, a proportion
that has declined from the 22.3 percent o f all traffic crashes
represented by alcohol crashes in 1983. These alcohol/
drug-related crashes tend to result in more severe injuries
than d o crashes with no impairment. During the early 1980s,
crash injuries related to alcohol accounted for as much as
36 percent o f total crashes with injuries. In 2008, alcohol/
drug-related injuries were at 19.4 percent o f all injuries. This
is only slighdy lower than in 2007, which had the highest
percentage since the early 1990s. Table 1 above presents the
impaired crash counts.
Drinking and driving is the most significant behavior
associated with all substance abuse in Montana, with data
22
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from the 2009 Montana Epidemiological Profile o f Substance
Abuse showing that both binge drinking and drinking and
driving in Montana are significandy above national rates
(Seninger and Herling, 2009). Alcohol abuse behavior is
especially concentrated in underage youth and the 21-to
29-5rear-old-age groups. Binge drinking rates are 35 percent
for high school students, 28 percent for 18- to 20-year-olds,
and 26 percent in the 21-to 29-year-old-age cohort compared
to just 12 percent for all other combined age groups.
The patterns o f drinking and driving being concentrated in
younger age cohorts are replicated in data on alcohol-related
crashes by age o f driver (Figure 1). M otor vehicle crashes
involving alcohol occur across the life span, and the age
cohort involved in the largest number o f fatal alcohol crashes
is in the 25-year-old and younger age group.
The alcohol crash rate for drivers between 21 and 24 years
o f age is 92 per 10,000 licensed drivers, and for drivers under
21 years old, it is 77 per 10,000 licensed drivers. The rate
drops for drivers 25 years old and higher and continues to
drop for each older cohort, reaching a low o f 10 per 10,000
licensed drivers for the 55 and older group.

Cost of Injury Crashes

Victims o f alcohol-related crashes suffer more severe
injuries than victims from crashes not involving alcohol.
Higher levels o f injury severity im pose greater personal costs
on victims and their families and higher costs to employers,
health care providers, and government agencies. The positive
relation between injury severity and costs shows up in a
number o f studies. E conom ic cost studies o f alcohol crashes
with injuries (Miller, et al. 1998; Miller, et al. 2009) analyze
health care costs, victims’personal work losses, employers’
2CDi □

Figure 2
C om pon en ts o f th e E con om ic C o st o f
A lcohol-Related C ra sh es w ith Injuries,
Montana, 2005

Source: National data modified for Montana, crash data
from Montana Department of Transportation.

Economic Costs of All Alcohol
Related-Vehicle Crashes

Table 2
E conom ic C o s t s o f A lcohol A buse
Including C ra sh es w ith Injuries, 2005
Sources of Costs
Crashes with Injuries
Crashes with Fatalities

Economic Costs
$131 Million

Percent of Total Costs
20%

$96 Million

15%

Other Costs of Alcohol Abuse

$415Million

65%

Total Cost of Alcohol Abuse

$642 Million

100%

up the remaining $16,200. Figure 2 shows this breakdown as
a percent o f total cost.
Applying this average econom ic cost o f $81,000 to
M ontana’
s 1,623 victims o f alcohol crashes with injuries
(2004/2005/2006 three-year average) yields an annual cost
o f $131 million. It is important to remember that this figure
does not include the econom ic cost o f alcohol-related vehicle
fatalities; those costs are estimated separately and discussed
below. However, the cost o f alcohol crashes with injuries
varies slightly each year as the total number o f alcohol
injury crashes vary and as the prices o f medical services and
other factors increase due to inflation. Also, these victims
experience work loss, out-of-pocket expenses, years lost in
quality o f life, and, more subjective but equally significant,
emotional and traumatic costs o f coping after the crash.

Source: National data modified for Montana, crash data from Montana
Department of Transportation.

The combined cost o f alcohol-related vehicle crashes
with both injuries and fatalities represent a little more
than one-third o f the $642 million total costs o f alcohol
abuse (Table 2). These costs occur every year and accrue to
individual victims and their families, employers, health care
and emergency service providers, and taxpayers. Moreover,
M ontana’
s price tag o f $642 million due to alcohol abuse and
drinking and driving is spread over all 56 counties in the state.

C o s t I m p a c t s in M o n t a n a C o u n t i e s

lost worker productivity and absenteeism, and property
damage. These costs account for almost 33 percent o f annual
highway crash costs even though alcohol crashes represent
only about 10 percent o f all crashes.
Montana data show a similar relationship between alcoholrelated crashes with injuries and economic costs. Injured
victims who survive alcohol crashes suffer severe injuries and
spend a significant number o f days in the hospital. Montana
Trauma Registry Data collected from a cross section o f
hospitals and emergency medicine providers show that onehalf o f the alcohol crash injuries involve Montanans under
the age o f 30. The severity o f alcohol crash injuries results
in hospitalization for crash victims, with more than half o f
these hospitalizations lasting 24 days or longer, up to extreme
cases o f 50 days in the hospital.
The economic costs o f crashes with injuries have been
estimated in a number o f studies. I f a similar methodology
for national cost estimates (Miller, et al. 2009) and state
estimates for Washington (Mueller, et al. 1998) is applied to
Montana data, it shows costs o f $81,000 for each injured
survivor o f an alcohol-related crash in 2005. This $81,000
breaks down as health care costs o f $19,500, productivity
losses o f $16,000 (both individual earnings loss and
employers’costs), legal and insurance costs o f $15,500, and
property damages o f $13,800. Losses in quality o f life make

The costs o f alcohol abuse are borne by all Montanans
from all socioeconom ic levels regardless o f whether they live
in rural or urban areas.
The county patterns o f alcohol abuse are spread all over
the state in rural and urban counties alike. It is possible to
geographically distribute M ontana’
s alcohol abuse cost over
counties using county-level data on alcohol-related vehicle
crashes with fatalities and with injuries. Alcohol crash data
by county is a strong, leading indicator o f where binge and
heavy drinking and drinking and driving are major problems.
Table 3 shows the total costs o f alcohol abuse by county
in Montana. Counties are subdivided into those that are
currently involved in environmental prevention strategies
under M ontana’
s federally funded Strategic Prevention
Framework State Incentive Grant (SPF SIG) and all other
counties. These prevention strategies are being implemented
at the community level through the Montana Community
Change Project (MTCCP), which operates in 19 counties
throughout the state.
These estimates for all Montana counties are based on
their share o f Montana alcohol-related crashes with fatalities
and with injuries over a three period, 2005-2007. Each
county’
s share o f total statewide alcohol crashes was applied
to the annual cost o f alcohol abuse o f $642 million. The
counties impacted by the SPF SIG or MTCCP funding are
listed at the beginning o f the table, with all other non-fimded
counties following.
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The funded counties have an estimated econom ic cost
incidence o f $152,327,609, or 24 percent o f the state total,
while their population represents 22 percent o f the state total.
These high costs for many o f M ontana’
s small rural counties
represent a significant burden on a range o f stakeholders and
individuals. County-level costs in the millions are especially
serious in counties with very few resources and a small tax
base.
Econom ic costs o f alcohol abuse affect all households
directly from the trauma o f a family member or loved one
being killed or injured as a result o f drinking and driving.
The costs also affect business and households in terms o f
lost work and productivity, taxes to pay for services associated
with alcohol abuse, and government agencies and nonprofits
affected by the consequences o f drinking and driving and
alcohol-related crashes.
The dollar scale o f cost impacts by county can be brought
into perspective by computing them on a per capita or per
person basis. M ost o f the M TCCP counties have a per person
cost burden from alcohol abuse o f almost $1,000. The actual
per person cost burden for all M TCCP counties is $723,
which compares to a $655 burden per person for the other
Montana counties.

Conclusion

The devastation that alcohol-related traffic crashes brings
to Montana families in injuries and deaths are an obvious
heartbreak. The econom ic costs that these crashes bring to
the Montana economy are also significant, contributing to the
staggering $642 million impact o f alcohol abuse each year.Q
Steve Seninger is a senior research professor an d a Ph.D. economist
a t U M s’B ureau o f B usiness an d E con om ic Research.
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Table 3
County S h a re s off M ontana’
s $642 Million A lcohol A buse C osts, 2005
Total Costs
Montana Community
Change Counties

|| All Other Counties

Beaverhead

$6,902,195

$784

Blaine

$3,738,689

$571

Dawson

$5,272,510

$616

Deer Lodge

$3,546,961

$401

Glacier

$10,353,293

$774

Hill

$11,407,795

$689

$9,011,199

$810

Lake

$27,704,644

$974

Lincoln

$11,311,931

$599

Madison

$7,573,242

$1,020

Mineral

$5,080,782

$1,304

Phillips

$2,684,187

$680

Powell

$3,259,370

$458

Richland

$8,148,425

$887

Roosevelt

$8,819,471

$869

Sanders

$9,682,246

$878

Sheridan

$2,780,051

$824

Silver Bow

$13,900,254

$426

$1,150,366

$1,281

$152,327,609

$723

Jefferson

Wibaux
Sub-Total
Share of Total Cost

24%

Share of State
Population

22%

24

Costs PerCapita
Based on County
Population

Mo n t a n a B u s i n e s s

Total Costs

Costs PerCapita
Based on County
Population

All Other Counties

Big Horn

$8,915,335

$697

Petroleum

Broadwater

$3,930,417

$856

Pondera

Carbon

$10,640,884

$1,095

Carter

$191,728

$151

Prairie

Cascade

$51,287,143

$627

Ravalli

Chouteau

$1,821,413

$347

Rosebud

$3,546,961

$386

Custer

$6,710,467

$600

Stillwater

$5,655,965

$653

Daniels

$575,183

$349

Sweet Grass

$3,355,234

$881

Fallon

$862,774

$320

Teton

$2,971,778

$493

$3,355,234

$652

$766,911

$1,178

Fergus

Powder River

$5,751,829

$514

Toole

Flathead

$69,309,542

$798

Treasure

Gallatin

$48,698,820

$557

Valley

Garfield

$575,183

$473

Wheatland

Golden Valley

$1,246,230

$1,108

Granite

$2,300,732

Judith Basin
Lewis &Clark
Liberty

$1,246,230
$1,246,230

$1,194

$17,926,534

$444

$4,409,736

$639

$2,013,140
$101,040,466

$722

$807

Sub-Total

$489,672,391

$655

$1,342,093

$655

TOTALAll COUNTIES

$642,000,000

$671

$34,894,430

$582

$383,455

$214

Source: Barkey (2009) and crash data from Montana
Department of Transportation.

$862,774

$500

$1,150,366

$605

Missoula

$72,952,367

$691

G?u a r t e r l y / s u m m e r

$581
$734

Yellowstone

Meagher

Park

$657

$1,015

McCone

Musselshell

$287,591
$3,451,098

$2,684,187

$597

$11,311,931

$703
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stop by or give us a call!
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Credit Union

M ore than y ou expect
523-3300 / www.missoulafcu.org
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